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Abstract. Transparent Touch explores interaction with a display system with
two spatially distinct layers. A transparent touch screen is overlaid in front of
another information layer, which can be a 3-dimensional object or second
screen. Both layers are optically aligned and offer the advantage to provide
distinct semantic contexts while optically and cognitively integrating them. The
system is explored in three use-case scenarios in which the transparent screen
serves as an augmentation layer, as an annotation layer, and as a control layer.
The concept is known from HUD displays in airplanes or cars and integrates
features of augmented reality systems, mid-air interaction systems and touch
screens. Our study collects an initial set of user responses.
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1 Introduction

For approximately the last 40 years the combination of keyboard, mouse and a screen
was the mainstay of human computer interaction. Since the demonstration of Douglas
Engelbart’s augmentation research this combination of technologies has dominated
how we operate computers. As Engelbart describes it in his famous demo from 1968,
the interaction with the mouse as a pointing device to control a tracking spot on the
screen has always been somewhat indirect: “…as it moves up and down or sideways,
so does the tracking spot. […] The way we use it continuously and conclusively is to
watch the screen and to follow it around, and we use this […] device to move that
tracking spot. And when you have your eye on the tracking spot you really don’t care if
it follows exactly this or not.” [1] What used to be a strange procedure in 1968, the use
of the mouse and the indirect control of its on-screen representation has become second
nature to most computer users – but it had a learning curve as for example the “Mouse
Skills” Introduction that shipped with every new Macintosh computer still in 1991 [2],
indicates. The same introduction also shows that the management of different windows
used to organize the different tasks and contexts on the screen needed some explanation
and was not a straight-forward and easily grasped technique. Nevertheless, this form of
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directness was a large improvement compared to command-based interaction, and it
prepared the way for direct manipulation interfaces as described by Shneiderman in
1982 [3, 4]. A core aspect of the so called “display editors” described by Shneiderman
was the interaction with on-screen visual representations by way of a pointing device
such as the mouse or a joystick. The idea of direct manipulation interfaces was to
reduce the cognitive load and the time needed to carry out tasks on the computer.
Despite the indirectness of the mouse control and the windowing systems, the overall
system performance was superior for many task domains [5].

Other, more direct interaction devices, that did not require the negotiation of a
dissociated pointing device and on-screen representation had their debuts already in
1963 with Ivan Sutherland’s Sketchpad application, which used a light-pen to interact
with visual on-screen representations directly by touching the screen and carrying out
manipulations on those objects [6]. Light-pen systems never garnered a wide-spread
distribution but since 2006 there has been a significant increase in touch screen devices,
which arguably deliver a more direct interaction with on-screen representations [7].
Since their early stages in 1977 [8], touch screen devices have enabled a new stage of
direct manipulation, allowing the direct “grabbing” and manipulating of on-screen
representations with a finger or hand. But also touch screens come with their own
problems. The most pronounced of those problems is the obscuring of the content that
is being interacted with by the finger(s) of the user [9]. With stylus operations the
obscuring problem is reduced, but still existent.

Equally since 2006, with the introduction of the Nintendo WII controller, gestural
interfaces have seen a wider distribution and acceptance [10]. The range of different
implementations of gestural interfaces is comparatively wide, but numerous imple-
mentations allow for direct pointing and manipulation of objects with a finger or
the entire hand. In this sense gestural interfaces have the benefit of getting rid of the
dissociation between pointing device and the cursor’s on-screen representation, while
avoiding the problem of obscuring the objects that are being manipulated with
the pointing tool that impedes touch screen interaction.

With Transparent Touch we are exploring a different approach, which addresses
several of the problems seen in the techniques discussed above. The core of the
Transparent Touch system is a transparent touch screen superimposed in front of the
objects that are being interacted with. These objects can be on-screen representations,
rendered on a second screen behind the transparent screen, or actual 3-dimensional
objects set up behind it. Interaction is carried out on the transparent screen, which is
mounted in such a way that the interaction gestures optically coincide with the screen
or object behind it. The display system can thus be classified as combination of aug-
mented reality and spatial display. The use-case scenarios for this screen arrangement
are targeted for interactive installations in public or semi-public spaces such as
museums or collaborative group-work environments. The display set-up can be used in
several different constellations for example as a control-layer for complex interaction
patterns, an augmentation layer to display added information superimposed on real
objects or as an annotation layer superimposed on a second screen presenting infor-
mation that can easily be related to the second screen but is kept in a separate context.
In the following we will elaborate and exemplify these different use-case scenarios.
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2 Related Work

The three approaches of mouse, mid-air, and touch interaction described in the intro-
duction are the main implementations of human computer interaction in both, the office
and home use as well as the use in public or semi-public spaces. While for single
person use the dominant interaction model is still the keyboard and mouse combina-
tion, for collaborative settings this combination has been replaced by other models. In
semi-public spaces, in the realm of collaborative group-work environments the touch
screen, and in particular the touch table design, is established as the most conducive
model to foster collaboration [11–13]. Also in semi-public and public spaces such as
museums touch screens have become a popular medium to enable interaction and
collaboration [14], but lately a lot more attention has gone to augmented reality
solutions [15–17]. The augmented reality solutions are credited to deliver a strong
sense of realism and allow detailed information about specific characteristics of objects
explored with added information overlay [18]. Besides some exceptions that use
custom-made display settings [19], most of these implementations use the personal
mobile devices of museum visitors as additional screens on which to display content
that is overlaid on top of museum exhibits [20]. The video camera of the mobile device
is used to scan the museum space or point it to specific exhibits and as the object
appears on the screen of the mobile device additional information is displayed on the
device. By optically registering the image captured by the camera and the additional
information a relationship between the two units of information is established. While
this implementation has certain popularity, it also has several disadvantages. Museum
visitors are required to have their own device ready to use and mostly download
specific software that enables the experience. The screen of the mobile device is
generally rather small and does not lend itself easily to interaction. Most systems are
used to add extra, non-interactive information on top the captured scene, while inter-
action is difficult due to fingers obscuring the image and due to difficulties of regis-
tering the interaction gestures correctly [21]. Furthermore the small screen size of the
mobile devices used for many augmented reality applications does not lend itself to
collaborative interaction. As a personal device the phone or tablet is intended to be
handled by one person only.

Some of these problems have been addressed by the recent category of mid-air
systems, which use tracking tools such as the Microsoft Kinect or the Leap Motion to
enable gestural interaction. Interaction in this scenario is carried out in the empty air in
front of the object or display that is being interacted with. Users have to stand in a
defined area where they can be tracked; generally this area is large enough to
accommodate collaborative interaction of several people. Among mid-air systems two
categories have to be distinguished, the first consisting of one display screen in con-
junction with gesture-tracking [22]. The second category has a transparent display such
as a fog screen which is situated in the same space as the gesture tracking. The
transparent screen allows to establish a close connection between the interaction ges-
tures and their results, without obscuring the display and while providing the oppor-
tunity for collaborative interaction [23]. Hybridizations of these two categories exist, in
which the mid-air display is used to augment a real object [24]. The difficulty with
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mid-air systems is a generally a lack of precision in the interaction. Due to the missing
tactile feedback, which makes touch screens perform well, mid-air systems suffer from
reduced performance in even simple target acquisition tasks [25]. Solutions to this
lack of precision have been explored in employing stereoscopic displays, which
support the depth-axis estimation of users and indeed reduce the error rate in several
target-acquisition tasks [26].

3 The Transparent Touch System

3.1 System Configuration

The core of the Transparent Touch system is a glass panel suspended in space. The
glass panel is equipped with a holographic back-projection film, which allows to
project onto the glass in an angle and produce a visible image on the glass surface. The
film has embedded micro-prisms refracting the light from the projector in such a way
that the user can see the image when standing in front of the screen. The image has
see-through qualities, enabling the user to at the same time look through the glass at an
object or image behind the screen. Both images are superimposed but spatially sepa-
rated. The system can be set up either as a combination of the glass panel and a real
object, such as a museum artifact, or in combination with a second screen behind it.
In both cases the transparent screen and the second object or display have to be
arranged in such that they align optically with the user’s viewing axis (Fig. 1). Since
the angled projection creates a distorted image we are using a custom keystone cor-
rection to correct the images of the projection(s).

The area around the transparent touch screen is tracked by an IR sensor (Leap
Motion) in order to capture interactions close to and on the surface of the screen. The
option to use gestural input close to the screen rather than purely limiting the input to
the surface of the screen is desirable in order to avoid possible occlusion and to
distinguish more states of interaction than only presence or absence of contact. Earlier
implementations of such a system have used a similar set-up with a holoscreen on
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Fig. 1. Set-up variants of the Transparent Touch system: set-up with dual screens (left) and
set-up with real object (right).
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a glass panel but resorted to tracking with the help of two cameras, treating the screen
solely as a touch screen [27].

The Transparent Touch system builds on several paradigms of perception and
human computer interaction and leverages them to make its operation intuitive and
easy to understand. As an optical see-through system Transparent Touch uses the
method of optically superimposing several layers of content that has been developed
for heads-up displays (HUDs) [28]. HUDs have been developed for situations in which
the fast and effortless perception of a scene with additional information is essential,
such as in a airplane where pilots have to be able to see the exterior and the essential
information about their vehicle together without having to look at different displays and
cognitively integrating the two display contexts [29]. For similar reasons as heads-up
displays are used in airplanes they are now being used also in cars in order to closely
bring together the two viewing contexts of the car exterior and interior car controls.
Through this form of optical coupling of the display contexts an increased precision
and cognitive ease in working across both contexts is achieved [30]. In the Transparent
Touch system optical coupling is used to work across two different display contexts and
easily establish relationships between them while keeping them cognitively separate.
This form of interaction is equally familiar from layer-organization in software inter-
faces, which has become a popular design characteristic of software such as Adobe
Photoshop. The transparent superimposition of display layers enables the user to
negotiate focus on one context and paying attention to several contexts [31]. Working
with content layers and additional annotation layers is now widely established in
document interfaces for example for PDF annotation or document review and can thus
be assumed as a paradigm familiar to a large number of users.

Through the spatial layering of the display contexts our system can also be used to
produce 3-dimensional perspectival characteristics between the display layers. The
set-up of the screens is close to the classic perspective construction tools devised by
Albrecht Dürer (Fig. 2) [32]. This usage scenario is very sensitive to the users position
and point of view as parallax between the displays can be interfering with the correct
spatial registration across the screens.

Fig. 2. Albrecht Dürer, method of perspective construction, in Underweysung der Messung
(1525).
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As augmented reality applications have become a popular and wide-spread tools
with popular applications such as “Layar” [33] and others, our implementation can
leverage this familiarity among a large number of users, which eases the accustom-
ization and operation of the Transparent Touch system (see Fig. 3).

3.2 Operation and Use-Case Scenarios

Our system is intended for situations such as museum exhibits or information kiosks,
where several people interact with a defined information context for a limited amount
of time. It is not intended for open-ended task solving. The vertical arrangement and
the gestural interaction make it susceptible to the same problems of fatigue that is seen
in mid-air-displays in general [34]. Nevertheless, for tasks with limited time of
engagement it seems that the benefits outweigh the disadvantages. The presence of the
screen immediately communicates the opportunity to interact and the availability of
additional information about an artifact. Through the visibility of the display and
the obvious relationship to the object or display behind it the information offer is
easily discerned and understood [35], in this sense it provides a significantly better
engagement opportunity than for example the markers that are often used with
smart-phone-based augmented reality displays. Users do not have to scan the exhibition
space for small and abstract markers, instead they can easily see upon entering the
room where opportunities for interactive in-depth information are available. An addi-
tional benefit of the larger interaction surface compared to the small individual screen is
the opportunity for collaborative interaction, which in the museum setting is highly
welcome as it not only creates a communicative exchange among visitors about the
object, it also stimulates an interest in the real object and focuses the interaction on the
object rather than inserting a self-contained information context like a smart-phone app
between visitor and object. The size of the transparent touch screen of Transparent
Touch is designed to foster both, collaborative engagement as well as individual
exploration. It gives the user the privacy to experience the information at an individ-
ualized pace, while still providing the opportunity for other users to see the same object

Fig. 3. Set-up with transparent touch screen, IR-tracking and secondary screen
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and to be invited by an over-the-shoulder glimpse they might get from seeing some-
body else interact with the system. For small visitor groups like families the display
provides enough space to explore the content together. The system uses the fact that
museum objects are for security and preservation reasons often displayed behind glass
or somehow out of the direct reach of the visitor. The glass layer in this case can be
used as a surface to engage with the object rather than a separation (see Fig. 4).

As a first test we are observing three different types of use-case scenarios: The first is a
museum exhibit scenario, which combines the transparent touch screen with a real
3-dimensional object. The two components are installed so that they accommodate a
view-point height within a range of 1.65 to 1.75 m for best alignment between the
transparent screen and the object behind it. If users have view-point heights beyond this
range the registration of information on the transparent screen with the object will be
misadjusted to a degree that is the function of the view-point height difference from the
calibrated range. This is clearly one of the difficulties of the display arrangement and
future iterations will address this problem. In this first iteration, though, our aim is to
evaluate the efficiency of the set-up on a more fundamental level. The transparent screen
measures 50 by 70 cm and is mounted in a distance of 1.5 m from the object. It displays
general information about the object behind it and offers detail descriptions of appearance
aspects of the object. Our aim is to compare the efficiency of the display for information
that is referring to the object on a general level without making reference to specific
surface features, and information that does make those references. The references to
surface features are indicated by lines and circles, highlighting the feature in a way that
view-point height differences within the specified range can be accommodated.

Fig. 4. Two variants of the first use-case scenario: transparent touch screen combined with real
object, displaying general information (left), and information with specific references to object
features (right).
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A second use-case scenario is intended for a group-collaborative environment with
a dual-screen set-up. The transparent touch screen is combined with a second screen
behind it. The transparent screen serves as an annotation layer to the second screen.
The second screen displays dynamic content, which is being discussed and annotated
by the users. The scenario emulates the practice of using tracing paper overlays in the
discussion of architectural plans and design sketches; it also facilitates the workflow
that is familiar from document annotation though symbols, text, highlights etc. By
keeping the annotation layer physically separate from the information layer, different
annotation complexes can easily be changed, swapped and compared. The complexity
of the annotation layer can be reasonably high and contain interaction tools without
obscuring or obstructing the readability of the main information layer. In this scenario
we are interested if the display system brings any changes in efficiency compared to
single display systems or whether users intuitively respond differently.

A third use-case scenario looks at the transparent screen as a control layer in
complex interaction tasks. It uses the same dual screen set-up as described above. In
this scenario we are interested if the additional information layer can be used to
facilitate more complex interaction patterns that would be difficult to achieve in purely
gestural systems, where users do not have any kind of tactile or visual feedback (some
visualizations such as the Leap Motion Visualizer exist, but deliver visual represen-
tations that are complex and hard to decipher and therefore difficult to use to support
interaction with a different focus), or with touch screens, where users have tactile
feedback but no visual feedback. The additional information layer allows us to provide
the same tactile feedback as touch screens provide but through the distance and optical
parallax we can mostly avoid finger-occlusion of the content. By separating the control
layer from the main information layer, it becomes possible to also provide visual
feedback on the interaction gestures without obstructing the content on the main
information layer. Items displayed on the control layer can range from tool display in
the style of the “marking menu” of Autodesk’s “Maya” modeling program [36], over
temporal tracking of gestures and the display of past and possible future gestures, all
the way to surrogate objects that provide targeted and simplified interaction opportu-
nities [37]. As part of our first iteration we are exploring two of these examples: the
temporal gesture tracking and surrogate object interaction.

One test set-up in this scenario is a game experience in which the interaction
gestures are used to slowly reveal aspects of a story. Players use their fingers in order to
reveal images, text, and video elements, which as a whole amount to a loose narrative
about travel. Different elements require different gestures from the player and the
temporal development of these gestures is logged and kept as history that determines
the further outcome of the game. The second test set-up is a digital representation of a
3-dimensional object from a museum collection that has been 3-d scanned and is
rendered on the second screen. Users can navigate and explore the object by rotating it
and enlarging parts of it with the help of manipulator tools displayed on the control
layer on the transparent touch screen. The main image of the object remains uncluttered
by the interaction tools and can be observed by other people while somebody is
exploring it. This form of presentation may be increasingly important as more and more
museum collections are digitized and require an appropriate form of display for digital
object representations.
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While the use-case scenarios are targeting rather different situations, they all share
the potential benefit of related, but physically separated contexts, while providing a
very direct form of interaction with the represented information (see Fig. 5).

4 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper covers the first iteration of the Transparent Touch system. The purpose was
to analyze the potential benefits of a layered display system and get a better empirical
understanding of the efficiency and user responses pertaining to this kind of set-up.
We implemented three different use-case scenarios to analyze both, the combination of
the transparent touch screen with real objects as well as with a second screen. For all
scenarios we observed a group of ten people (graduate students) interacting with the
set-up. All scenarios were installed in a lab environment. For the first scenario, the
museum exhibit of a real object, we implemented two categories of additional infor-
mation to be displayed on the transparent screen: general information that does not
refer to specific visible features of the object, and targeted information about visible
features, referring to the part in question through visual indicators (lines and circles).
Our observations for this scenario can be summarized as follows: Users felt positive
about the direct accessibility of the interactive experience. All users felt that the
installation was easily seen and intuitive to operate. Compared to a cellphone-based
augmented reality experience, which we used as a control experiment, they found that

Fig. 5. Examples of the third use-case scenario: transparent touch screen combined with second
screen displaying information about the interaction process.
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it took significantly less effort to enter the experience since they did not have to launch
a specific app, scan a code and then operate the experience on a small screen. Visibility
and ease of use of the large touch screen was generally seen as positive. The main
negative criterion was that the registration of the transparent screen with the object
behind it was significantly off for 50 % of the users, slightly off for 30 %, and only
20 % found the registration was good. All users noted that the registration is sensitive
and strongly dependent on the users position. Not only view-point height but also
movement have an influence on the quality of registration. While these issues were not
as strongly noticeable and did not lead to explicit remarks by the users in the case of
general information display, the specifically targeted information suffered from regis-
tration problems.

The second use-case scenario, the group collaborative environment was analyzed
with document annotation tasks of a text and design variant comparisons of an
architectural plan. The benefit that the Transparent Touch system provided was not
particularly salient. While most users (80 %) found that the physical separation of the
annotation layer encouraged annotation and comparison more than a situation in which
the annotation is done on an interactive whiteboard, it was not considered a significant
improvement. Users stated they would have been equally fine with the whiteboard. In
comparison with the interactive whiteboard the spatial distinction of the displays was
seen as a negative quality as it introduces parallax issues for members of the group who
are not located in range of ca. 45° in front of the display. The user responses were
different and significantly more in favor of the transparent touch screen, when com-
pared to the annotations carried out on a laptop projecting the main image and the
annotations on one screen.

The third use-case scenario, the control layer interaction, was implemented with the
game described above as one variant and with a digitized representation of the same
object, a wooden sculpture of a stylized monkey figure, we used for the first scenario,
as a second variant. Users were able to rotate the figure and explore animations of arm
movements of the figure. The reactions to the game were unanimously positive and the
interactive gestures were seen as an inherent part of the experience. The comments
indicated that the set-up was experienced as a custom interface to leverage specific
aspects of the experience. The exploration of the monkey sculpture was seen as
pleasurable but again a significant distinction between the layered display system and
single touch screen interaction was not obvious. Most users stated that they would have
been equally satisfied with a single touch screen.

As future work we are planning to run a larger study in a public space. It became
obvious that the lab situation of this first study did not produce some of the character-
istics the system is supposed to address: visual salience of the set-up does not play a role
in the lab environment nor did the aspect that users can interact in a personal annotation
layer while other visitors can still observe the same object play a role in the lab.

The main goal for the next iteration of the system will be to address the registration
issues stated in most of the tests. One of the promising avenues to address this problem
will be to implement eye tracking for the user and to adjust the registration according to
the eye position and its relation to the object/second screen.
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